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Chair’s Message
Sharon Reid
Sharant
GAGB Chair, 2017
Welcome to 2017 and an exciting
New Year. There is lots
happening this year; we have
some guides to this year’s Megas
- the Kent Mega on 29th April
and the Devon Mega in August as well as the Caledonian
Cachefest in May.
To get you back into geocaching
we also have an article on a
geocaching series, the
Hoof@Harridge series in the
Peak District, and a piece on the
new home of Opencache.uk, a
different geocaching listing site.
We also introduce our new GAGB
committee, which started on 1st
December 2016, and explain our
fantastic ideas for 2017. Don’t
forget you can meet the GAGB
committee at our 5th GAGB
roving event (GC6XN7N) at
Stratford-Upon-Avon on Sunday
February 5th, I hope to see you
there.

Members’ Discounts...
20% Discount
Cicerone Press are pleased to offer GAGB
members a discount of 20% on all Cicerone
titles
purchased
online
at
www.cicerone.co.uk
All members need to do to claim the
discount is to add the voucher code ‘GAGB’
on the shopping basket page of the Cicerone
website.

10% Discount
GeocacheKit are pleased to be able to offer all
GAGB members a 10% discount on all items on
the website www.geocachekit.co.uk. Including
geocoins, trackables, readymade caches and
much more.
The discount code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of the GAGB forums.

5% Discount
15% Discount
Cotswold Outdoor offer GAGB members a
15% discount. More detail and the discount
code are available from the Members’ Chat
section of the GAGB forums.

5% Discount
www.ukgeocachers.co.uk
UK Geocachers are happy to offer GAGB
members a 5% discount on their products. In
order to obtain your discount, you need to
email UKgeocachers and set up an account, so
that the discount is applied to each order.

5% Discount

Base of Tree geocaching supplies are happy to
offer GAGB members a 5% discount on all
geocaching supplies

NE GEOCACHING SUPPLIES are happy to offer
GAGB members a 5% discount on their
wide range of geocaching products — see
www.negeocachingsupplies.co.uk.

Visit their website for details, and obtain the
relevant code from the Members’ Chat section
of the GAGB forums. www.baseoftree.com

The relevant discount code is available from
the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB
forums.

5% Discount
10% Discount
Pulse72Geocaching are happy to offer
GAGB members a 10% discount on their
wide range of geocaching products — see
www.pulse72geocaching.co.uk.
The relevant discount code is available from
the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB
forums.

5% Discount
Geocache Land are happy to offer GAGB
members a 5% discount on their wide
range of
geocaching products — see
www.geocacheland.com
The relevant code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of the GAGB forums.

Geotees: For geocoins, travel bugs, caches and
more. We can also have your own coins or tags
made for you to your design. Please visit us at
www.geotees.co.uk where GAGB members
enjoy a 5% discount. To get your discount,
open an account, then PM or email me
(Mongoose39uk) through the GAGB website
before you place your order. This only needs to
be done once, the discount will then be applied
to all future orders.
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We hope to see even more GAGB
members joining in with this fun weekly
event!

The GAGB on Instagram
In case you missed it, the GAGB have
recently launched an Instagram
account! Our photos are from both
committee members and other UK
cachers (all photos used with
permission).
Our feed aims to showcase the best of
geocaching in the UK. So far, photos of
creative containers, beautiful vistas and
teamwork at CITO events have been
shared.
So, what are you waiting for? Visit (or
download and join) Instagram and
search for thegagb to follow us and
enjoy plenty of geocaching snaps.

5th GAGB Roving event
The GAGB's fifth roving event has been
published: GC6XN7N
This time we're paying a visit to
Stratford upon Avon - the beautiful
town where Shakespeare was born - on
February 5th.
Committee member Adam Redshaw
(ukcachemag) is organising what
promises to be a fun event. There will be
a session to learn about geocaching and
the GAGB. This event is therefore
perfect for newbies and people who
don't know much about caching... so be
sure to bring along any muggle friends
that are interested!
The venue is a local Youth Hostel so why
not make a weekend of it. There are
plenty of good walks in the area and lots
of sights to see within the town.

Become a GAGB Friend

News Round-up
#UKCacheHour
Imagine attending a geocaching event
from the comfort of your own home.
Since February 2015, geocachers across
the UK & Ireland have been able to do
just that.
#UKCacheHour is a live tweet-chat that
takes place on Twitter every Tuesday
between 8-9pm. It’s essentially a
geocaching event – in the sense that
there tends to be between 15-40
participants chatting about caching for a
whole hour. There are also four thoughtprovoking discussion questions each
week, with members invited to contact
the @GeocachingHour Twitter account
with suggestions for topics. It’s also
great for those new to geocaching as
they can ask any questions they have.
Everyone is welcome to take part – in
fact, we’ve had participants from the
United States, Canada, New Zealand
and beyond. The popularity of
#UKCacheHour led to the launch of a
#USGeocachingHour and
#AusGeocachingHour.
If you have a Twitter account, we’d love

for you to join in. If you don’t, why not
create one, so that you can ‘attend’ this
fun event each week. Using Tweetdeck
(Google it) is the easiest way to keep
track of tweets.
However, some people still find it
difficult to get used to the fast-moving
nature of the hour. We are planning to
run some introductory #UKCacheHour
sessions for those interested in joining.
Just follow @GeocachingHour for news
on when these mock hours will be.
There’s really nothing to worry about,
everyone gets used to it and you can
keep track of only one conversation
thread if you want!
During the hour, search for
#UKCacheHour and reply to other
people’s comments. Or, tweet your own
thoughts and start a different
conversation yourself! Just remember to
use the hash tag (#UKCacheHour) in all
of your tweets and replies so that people
can see them, keep track and engage in
geocaching discussion with you.
The GAGB (@TheGAGB) also frequently
take part, keeping everyone up to date –
so join in to find out all our latest news!

We are inviting GAGB members to give
us some help! There are several different
ways you can help the GAGB. We get
questions from the public, scout, guide
and schools on how to help them start
geocaching, and it would be great to
have a network of geocachers from
around the country who are willing to
help newbies in your area.
We may also need your help for hosting
events, obtaining land permissions,
sending us Seeker articles and photos.
Sometimes we need help with our
media enquiries (e.g. from Countryfile)
relevant to your area and members to
represent the GAGB on our stall at a
Mega. By becoming a GAGB Friend, you
will form part of a new membership tier.
GAGB is a member-led organisation
and, by becoming a friend, you'll gain a
taste of what it's like on the committee.
So you might consider standing in
future!
There is no long-term commitment and
you can help us for as long as you want.
Email webmaster@gagb.org.uk if you
would like to help the GAGB and
become part of our team. We will post
any help we need to our Help Offered
thread and in our Facebook Group.
There is no full time commitment, we
will ask our GAGB Friends for help when
we need it, and you can offer your
services if you think you can help with
each query.
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If you go down to the Kent woods
today...
… you’ll find nothing but trees, with the odd bulb starting
to poke through. But head down there on Saturday 29
April, and you’ll find something altogether different—the
first UK Mega event of the year!

Here at the GAGB we were delighted
to hear that the Kent Mega will be
returning for a 3rd year after a break in
2016.
We’re really excited to find out that
the VIP guest Signal the frog will be
attending as well the VIP travelling
“Cuckoo cache” (GC43C5).
Bring plenty of spending money as
there will be a wide variety of
geocache related shopping available.

Also look out for the GAGB committee
members who have already confirmed
their attendance.
There is lots to do at the Kent Mega
other than caching. Bring some
change and you may be in with a
chance to win barrels of beer or a
wheelbarrow of wine. If you don’t have
two left feet then you might enjoy the
traditional barn dancing.
Naturally there are plenty of caching

opportunities available nearby
including some unusual difficulty/
terrain ratings – bring your dingy/
kayak for the river Medway series?
There are also plans to release new
caches for the Mega weekend. Look at
our maps on page 6 to see what’s
already available to find/solve. If
you’re a Premium Member, have you
spotted the puzzles/letterboxes
spelling out the word Kent?
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The important info
GC6JGZC
Saturday 29th April 10am - 4pm
Hop Farm, Paddock Wood, Tonbridge, TN12 6PY
On site parking (£1), bus stop nearby. Nearest train
station is Paddock Wood, use bus or taxi to the site.
Walking is not advised as it’s a busy road.
Don’t forget to check out the Kent Mega website for
more information.

Premium

Basic
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The committee this year are:
Sandra 123 started caching in August 2008 and now
has 12,000+ finds across 18 countries. No caches are
out of bounds for Sandra – high, low, underground
and wadding barefoot in knee-high water.
Kat15 has been caching since the summer of 2008.
She has 10,000+ finds, caches here and abroad. Kath
will be with be with her big sister Sandra.
Roo-7 has been caching since July 2012.
Jess has been taken caching with her Mum and
Auntie – Sandra & Kath for many years.
The Lion Man has been caching since July 2010. He
has 2170+ finds and his caches have received over
250 favourite points.
Jazzyjessups has found over 20,000 caches since he
started caching in May 2008 and is the jetsetter of

the group, having found caches in 34 countries
around the world. He is also possibly one of the
most prolific cache setters in England; so far he has
hidden over 1,300 caches—mainly puzzles.
BaCas has 4,500+ caches and hides some tricky
caches. She has been to 240+ events and is well
known across the country as one of the UK’s
chattiest cachers.
Sir-Lancelot has found over 10,000 caches, starting
in November 2009. He has filled his DT grid 3 times
and has been to 14+ Megas around the world. He is
currently working on his caching streak, which is
now over 500 days.
The Fat Fairy has been caching since 2013 and has
almost 3500 caches –soon to be the thin fairy …
loves the walks and feet firmly on the ground, and
also frequently takes her grandchildren caching.
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Land of Hope and

Caches

This year, the UK Mega event will be held in Devon. The Devon
Mega committee spoke to Seeker about what they have
planned, and ways in which to support them.
Back in 2015 a bid was put in to host
the 2017 UK Mega. As soon as we
knew that we had been successful, we
put together a committee and began
the arduous task of organising and
hosting the Devon UK Mega 2017. The
committee is 8 strong and has seen
some changes over the last few
months.

When is the Mega?
31 July—7 August 2017, with the main
day on Saturday 5 August 2017.

Where is it being held?
In general - Devon is a very rural
county with pockets of urban areas
such as Exeter and Plymouth and
quaint picturesque towns and villages.
We are the only county in the England
to have two coastlines, with beaches
ranging from pebbles to lovely soft
sand, with the north coast being
iconic for surfing. We can also boast of
some spectacular views on our two
National Parks Dartmoor and Exmoor.

We do not just boast about our great
views, as the county is steeped in
some great history. The main
industries within the county are
tourism and farming.
Specifically - Bicton College is a
leading land-based college set within
an area of outstanding natural beauty
in the heart of Devon. The grounds
comprise 200 hectares of open
parkland and rolling countryside; a
majestic Georgian manor house
overlooks the beautiful lake and sits
alongside the latest in modern
facilities and equipment. Bicton
College is located a mere five minutes

from the south coast with its selection
of beaches, towering cliffs and seaside
towns, and twenty minutes from the
regional capital of Exeter. We chose
Bicton College from a list of three
locations as it met most of our needs.
Within the 200 hectares we will be
setting up the campsite, so everything
is in one place.

Camping
For those who wish to camp with us
pitches are selling fast. The cost per
pitch per night is £25 for electric
hookup and £19 per pitch per night for
non-electric. To book please visit the
shop.

Side events
Although we cannot say too much at
this time, we are planning an exciting
week-long schedule, with some quirky
events.

Merchandise
We have various trackable items for
sale through our web site, including
the limited edition (available at the
time of writing) winter design
geocoin. Through our web site we also
have for sale a range of clothing, as

well as the supporters pack with the
unique limited edition geocoin and
other goodies - these are selling
extremely quickly please reserve
yours soon to avoid disappointment.

200 Club
Over the last year we have been
running a 200 club every month, with
a monthly prize fund of £150. We
would like to thank everybody who
has taken part and congratulations to
everybody that has won.

A unique Treasure
Hunt within the UK

UK Treasure Hunt
A real life Treasure Hunt, with the real Gold artefact
below buried somewhere in the UK. If you want to find it,
purchase the novel “The Ring of Anhur”, which acts as a
treasure map to the secret location.

Are you The One?
www.theringofanhur.com

The ultimate
winner keeps the
gold ring shown
opposite
The winner also
gets a cash prize
equal to the
charity donation
Every 4 books
purchased puts £1
into our charity
donation pot
Proud supporters
of three causes:

Supporting the Mega
Did you know that whenever you
buy anything online - from your
weekly shop to your annual holiday you could be raising a free donation
for Devon UK Mega 2017?
There are nearly 3,000 retailers
including Amazon, John Lewis,
Aviva, thetrainline and Sainsbury's,
who will donate a percentage of the
amount you spend to Devon UK
Mega 2017 to say thank you for
shopping with them. It's really
simple, and doesn't cost you
anything. All you have to do is:
1. Go to http://
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/
invite/2Z8DQY/
2. Sign up for free

3. Get shopping - your donations will
be collected by easyfundraising and
automatically sent to Devon UK
Mega 2017.
It couldn't be easier! There are no
catches or hidden charges and Devon
UK Mega 2017 will be really grateful for
your donations.

The GAGB are proud to be
sponsors of the Devon Mega
Event. We’ll be there helping
the team make it a success, so
come find us and say hello!

 Round Table

Advertisement
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pencache UK
The new home for Opencaching UK is https://opencache.uk/. It is part of
a global network of Opencaching sites, providing unique (not listed
anywhere else – or at least that is the aim) geocaches often in hard-to-find
places or unique locations that you wouldn’t find elsewhere. But what is it
all about? Do we need different listing sites? Ant (sharant) dug around a
bit to find out more.

A Little History
The original Opencaching site in the
UK was set up by user Lord Darcy, who
retired a while back and left the site as
his legacy. Other sites tend to mimic
the best of Opencaching too – for
example the ‘favourites’ feature may
be familiar to some users of other
listing sites, but Opencaching claims
to have had it first! A committee runs
the site and provides the donations to
keep the site free to users and free of
commercial influence After a little
wobble last year, as of November
2016 the new site administrator is
Amberel - the site is now on a stable
footing and is encouraging new and
unique cache and event listings to be
posted, and logs of caches found too!

UK or Global?
The UK site is part of a global network
of country-specific sites, run by local
cachers in each country. This global
network of Opencaching volunteers is
what makes it work – this year

Amberel received wonderful amounts
of help from fellow opencachers in
Poland and Romania to get things
working, and also fellow techies and
enthusiasts in the UK to implement
and maintain it all. When travelling
abroad, why not download the
relevant Opencaching data to your
GPS and give it a go?

loggers – Do you want new virtual
caches? Or your own moving cache?
Perhaps event restrictions annoy you?
Or you have a web cam you want to
list as a cache? All these have different
rules on Opencaching to other sites…
If it’s not all about the numbers,
maybe give them a look-over, try a
few caches, and publish your own
unique, quality, and open geocache
there?

of the caches will be in amazing
locations, or be wonderful containers,
or perhaps a bit more dangerous than
more common sites might want to
list. They strongly encourage you to
fully read the cache listing pages to
learn more about what you are
caching for, and benefit from the
cache owner’s words of wisdom – this
isn’t the place for power trails, driveby nanos, or simple TFTC logs!

Why use Opencachie UK?

With thanks to Amberel & dartymoor
for committing to running the site for
2017, and good luck for the future!!

The site likes to specialise in unique
caches, but is open to everyone and
anyone (did we mention everything is
available free of charge!?). So some

To find out more, visit the site and find
out about their mission statements.

Innovative
The key thing about Opencaching is
that they are really open to trying new
things that the community want.
Fancy a good log editor? - No
problem. Passwords on caches before
folk can log? - Optional. Want to rate
a cache? - Sure, why not? You got
another idea for something
innovative? Well, join the community
and start using the site – try it out!

Flexible
Other listing sites needed to put
restrictions on certain cache types –
but so far Opencaching has been
luckier and had more sensible cache
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Caching in the Middle of
On a cold, sunny day in late October, Jamie Douglas
(Paperballpark) explored barren moorland on the edge of the
Peak District, while doing the new Hoof@Harridge series.

Out on the moors to the east of
Stalybridge – itself to the east of
Manchester – there’s a large series of
caches set on high, bleak, windswept
moorland. These caches, mostly unnumbered and only tangentially
related to each other, are known as
the ‘Nowhere’ series.
This series has been built up over a
few years by the CO, meltdiceburg,
and mostly consists of ‘generally easy
to find caches in interesting or fun
locations’. None of them are near any

footpaths – to get to them you need
to cross open moorland. They really
are in the middle of nowhere.
Add to these now, a new series –
‘Hoof@Harridge’ – by the same CO,
published in September 2016. This
series consists of 25 caches, which
do follow paths and tracks, yet still
take you right up into the heart of
the moorland – perfect for those
who prefer not to go too far offtrack.
Although I’ve previously done a few

Nowhere

of the ‘nowhere’ series, I’d never quite
found the time to go up and have a
proper go at them. So when the
Harridge series was published, I knew
I’d have to get up there.
The opportunity to do so came during
a very busy October, when I was in
very real danger of not getting out of
single figures for the number of
caches I’d found during the month.
Fortunately, I had one Sunday free,
and that day promised beautiful
sunshine.
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So I found myself parking up at the
bottom of the hill at 9:30am that
morning, all ready to go up. I was
originally planning to go for about 10
of the Nowhere caches, as well as the
Harridge series, but it was pretty
windy down where I’d parked up, and I
knew it would be even more so up on
the exposed tops.
The Harridge caches are placed
relatively close together, and initially

take you up an easy track, giving you
great views over to Manchester in the
far distance. There’s a little bit of a
climb up to number 12, and from
there onwards you can really tell that
you’re up on the moors.
It’s not just moorland up there
though. There are four reservoirs, and
you get great views of these from
almost every cache from number 8 to
number 20. Once at 21, you backtrack

around the top reservoir to number
17, from where you take a different
path for the remainder.
At least, that’s the recommended
route. But it’s all open access land up
there, and there were other caches
calling out to me.
Having sat and ate lunch at number
21, sheltering from the high winds, I
decided to leave most of the Nowhere
caches that I was originally intending
to go for (I didn’t want to still be up
there when darkness came!), but
rather than backtrack south along the
track around the reservoir, I decided
to go off-track to the north of the
reservoir, across the moors to a couple
on the way to number 22.
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First though, I went north for 200m, to look for one
of the ‘Nowhere Waterfalls’ caches. This was rated a
4.5T, and it soon became clear why. Although a
couple of cachers had done it the previous day, I was
up there in a steep clough by myself, and didn’t
fancy my chances of getting to the cache on my
own, uninjured.
Having left that one, I walked 600m to ‘Nowhere ExTree’ (GC3F781), which was, as you might have
guessed, by a chopped-down tree in the middle of
absolutely nowhere. Having found that, I then went
to ‘Nowhere Waterfalls – Wicken’ (GC43FE8), heading

down into a large clough, where I emerged 6 or 7m
from GZ, but also about 10m above it, on a rocky
outcrop!
This provided a conundrum – how on earth do I get
down there safely? Waist-high dead bracken and
knee-high heather made it extremely difficult to
spot a way down, as well as making it hard going
while wandering around at the top. After a while,
and not seeing any way down, I decided that at this
time of year, and being on my own, it probably
wasn’t the best idea to attempt this one either.
I still had to cross the stream though, so I walked

down almost to the reservoir, where I found a safe
(ish) crossing point and made my way up the other
side of the clough. Again, the bracken made for
heavy going, but after a while I came to the path up
to number 22.
My advice? Unless you love nothing better than
yomping across open moorland and up and down
cloughs – and are used to such terrain – stick to the
track. Whilst the moorland itself wasn’t too bad,
clambering down and back up the steep cloughs
really took it out of me, and exposed just how little
walking I’d done since the UK Mega.
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Once I was back on the track though, the
remaining caches were ticked off relatively
quickly. This part of the series is the highest point
of the walk, and the views all around you are quite
something – especially on a clear sunny day.
A little over five hours and 31 finds later, I was
back at my car. I was absolutely knackered, but
this was mostly because of the cloughs I’d gone
through. The Harridge series itself is a great walk,
with a nice variety of hides and DT ratings, but
none too difficult. There’s one tree climb, but even
that is about as easy as you’ll get with tree climbs.
There are also some nice cache containers too,
which are quickly accumulating favourite points.
The standout thing though, is the views. It’s a
stunning area, and the variety of views is excellent
– from reservoirs to bleak moorland and, on a
clear day, even across to Manchester – 10 miles
away. I highly recommend it, and I’ll definitely be
back next summer for more caching in the middle
of nowhere.
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Caledonian CacheFest!
North of the border, a group of cachers have set up a social grouping,
known as the Caledonian CacheFest. Here, they talk to Seeker about
their next CacheFest weekend, in Peebles on 26-29 May 2017.

Caledonian CacheFest has been set up
to organise ongoing events
throughout Scotland. These range
from regular CITO events to
geocaching 101 workshops. Its
purpose is to promote Scotland to the
wider geocaching community,
introduce and help the newbies to
geocaching, and raise the profile of
our national history, geology, and
natural history through geocaching.
Our aim is to show that geocaching is

not only a fun pastime for all but
educational and good for your health.

www.caledoniancachefest.com/officialmerchandise.html

Every few years, starting from May
2017 in Peebles, Scottish Borders, we
will host a roaming CacheFest
weekend, full of GPS type games and
quality geocaches, that will suit
newbies and seasoned cachers. To
help fund these events we will
produce a series of geocoins. The first
being our mascot Caley Wildcat which
can be purchased here:

Where is Peebles?
Here! —>
Not far from
Edinburgh, and lots
of other great places
to visit in the area
too – why not make
it part of a bigger
holiday trip?

Who is organising
it?
As with all Geocaching
events in the UK, it’s
organised by
individuals who just
want us to get together
and have a great time
while geocaching!
Who are they? Well,
Meet the Team on their
website and find out
more – Caley Wildcat
and friends would love
to meet you too. The
event is free to attend
and everyone is
welcome - even
muggles!

What will there be to do?
Events all weekend – with the four key anchor
points being published on Geocaching.com
(one per day Friday to Monday) and all the
other activities being listed on the main site
nearer the time. There’s an evening BBQ,
Saturday has games to play, workshops in
which to learn, and many stalls and shops in
which to, eh, well, shop! The weekend also
has a fun Quiz on Sunday evening and a CITO
on Monday – make it a long weekend or stick
around all week and enjoy the many
geocaches in the area and fab towns, hills,
mountains, and sights.

Find out more
Head over to www.caledoniancachefest.com
to find out more info, register your interest,
find out about accommodation, and get
drawn into the Fest spirit. Also check out the
main event listing, GC6KYDN

‘Lab’ caching fetches
a handsome reward
One dog owner had an unexpected introduction to
geocaching, which led to a new commemorative
coin being produced by Geocacheland.
Lab caches are controversial – but noone is arguing with Jenson the
Labrador! Jenson and his owner were
out walking in the woods when
something caught his eye and he
‘hared off’ into the undergrowth,
bringing back a cache box! Jenson’s
owner looked up geocaching on the
web and found Geocacheland and the
GAGB.
Between us, we worked out which
cache it was and contacted the owner
– and found it had been missing for a
while! The cache had been muggled a
while back and was far from its proper
location!
Besides instantly becoming a toprated cache finder, Jenson the lab is
also a rather handsome dog – we
think you’ll agree – and certainly looks
the part as a treasure hunter!
Geocacheland has celebrated the
event with a special commemorative
geocoin – retailing at £9 each – and is
donating £1 per coin to the GAGB.

This means £300 extra
funding for us and an
opportunity to tell
you all about
Jenson!
If you want to get
your hands on one
of the last remaining
Jenson coins, head
over to Geocacheland now,
and don’t forget that as well as giving
GAGB members a 5% discount, they
always give a duck with
every order!
GAGB labels are also
a ‘must buy’ – if
your cache is found
by a muggle,
having an allweather external
GAGB sticker on it
will help ensure it is
returned to you promptly.
Visit our shop and pick up a set
of labels now, before your own cache
boxes get ‘doggled’!
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Halloween on the

road to hell!
(the M25)

For Halloween 2016, Roger Williams (Sterlingcache) decided to do something really scary —
travelling around the M25 for a multi-event day!
Why we picked this date, I cannot recall now. However it has been
quite a momentous day throughout history, and so a group of us
used the birthday of the M25 to celebrate many things and enjoy a
multi-event day! What better way rejoice at the motorway being
30 years old, than organise a geocaching history-themed road trip?

GC6T71X. “Black” Tuesday, Oct 29, 1929
The day started with breakfast at Beaconsfield Services at GC6T71X – “Black
Tuesday”. Not so good for us either - our G’host’ of a host had un-expected
commitments and couldn’t attend! This resulted in a frantic bit of travelling
to ensure the right parts were in place for the gathering! We needed our
triangular event flag, so people would know where to meet, and we wanted
the Wood Coin souvenir and a surface for spreading out TB’s – we handled
the last-minute logistics and from a small beginning the cachers arrived to
form an elite group of a dozen Breakfast Club members. These members
had all sorts of reasons for getting up early for our 08:00 breakfast bell:
“Just on my way from work after the night shift”
“Just going to work”
“Offered the children breakfast out”
“The other half was away”
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GC6T693. Wednesday, Oct 29, 1986

GC6T66B. Monday, Oct 29, 1945

It was then off to the South Mimms Services for morning
coffee for a Scout lead event GC6T693 – “M25 – 30 Years
Old”. This was to visit the place of the official opening /
completion of the London Ring Road, the M25, in 1986, very
close to the place that the then Prime Minister, Margaret
Thatcher, cut the ribbon. At the time it was the longest ring
road in the world - 117 miles - and cost about a billion quid.
It had 234 bridges, and 2.1million trees were planted, so it’s
not all bad!

It was lunchtime from 13:00 to 14:00 at
Warley Country Park to meet St Joseph’s
Scout Group for GC6T66B – “The Ball Point
Pen”. The start of the mass sale of the ball
point pen occurred today in 1945 and for
those trying to find GZ this was a bit of an
event in its own right! Some bush-whacked
in through the woods, some approached
from the North, others from the South and
one had to rely on a Rail Replacement
service to get him close enough to walk the
last bit - all the way from Lithuania!

After setting up, the coffee breakers were stunned by the
arrival of an original copy of the official programme from
the day of the opening in 1986! The comments about it was
how dated it looked (did we really wear those clothes?!)
Scouts were leading the event – and with Scout Uniform
fully on display it was surprising from the small gathering
who were associated with Scouts and how much fun their
members derive from the pastime, whether it is as a swarm
of blue uniformed Beavers going from base of tree to base
of tree searching for that micro, or patrols of scouts putting
together a hike based on the positions of unfound caches.

In keeping with the event there was a
supply of ball point pens by the log, just in
case one was forgotten - they were all
working! We were all entertained by some
dog training and posing with the wood coin
in its bag, in the mouth of the dog. The
event shelter was then packed up and off
we all went to the next appointment in
time and space!

GC6VJNV. Thursday Oct 29, 1863
By afternoon tea time (15:25 to 16:25) we could be found at
GC6VJNV – “Meet & Say Hello”. This event celebrated the
founding of The International Committee of the Red Cross
in 1863, that was what was on the wood coins). Our hosts
were the Kent Cachers and Curiouslass had arranged for us
to be at the café in Lullingstone Country Park, a good point
to remember for the future – plenty of good caching in this
area!. It was a brilliant choice of venue - the coffee cake was
great and we doubled the number of attendees from the
previous event, too!
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GC6T7F1. Friday, Oct 29, 1390
(and Monday, Oct 29, 1618)
It all ended at GC6T7F1 – “Witches and
Executions”, which we carried out between
18:00 and 19:00 (a much more civilised
time!). This was a bit of a Halloween Bash
where the celebrations were for the things
that happened in 1390, commemorating
the trial of the first secular witches in Paris,
and in 1638, when Sir Walter Raleigh lost
his head to executioners for treason against
King James I.
This was an exclusive event for a very select
band of half-a-dozen cachers, who arrived
in the dark to find carved pumpkins
complete with flashing lights and spooky
flamed night lights – all with a classy back
drop of hi-vis to complete the spooky
atmosphere.

To ‘round’ the day off – a set of
“woodies” geocoins
To add to this piece of fun, a set of Wood
Coins were produced, one for each of
the venues and their associated
remembered events. These are all held
together in a binder on which is depicted
M25 and the River Thames and a few of
the other events that have taken place
on the 29th of October. Either way, five
events in one day, a complete circuit of
the M25, what more do you want for a
days’ eventing? And unlike the words of
the famous Chris Rea song, we
encountered no hold ups and we just
never stopped moving when on the
motorway.
Well done, M25 - and Happy Birthday!
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Meet the 2017 Committee
Sharon Reid (Sharant)
Hi I’m Sharon Reid, part of
Sharant. I am returning as
Chair of the GAGB and I
plan to get the GAGB more
noticed this year and be more proactive.
We are continuing our GAGB roving
events around the UK where we can
meet our members and introduce
Geocaching to the public, and the GAGB
will be more involved and supporting the
UK Mega events. As part of promoting
the GAGB we will introduce a new GAGB
tag and our third National Parks geocoin
(Devon) along with some handy leaflets
and cards that explain geocaching and
what the GAGB does. We will continue to
answer lots of questions from the media
and public, updating our website and
adding more helpful advice along with
expanding and updating our GLAD
Landowner database. I am very excited
about our plans and ideas for this year to
expand what the GAGB does and how it
can help its members and to promote
Geocaching within the UK.
Caz Turver (border caz)
My name is Caroline - but
most people call me Caz as
my caching name is Border
Caz - because I live in
Shropshire near the Welsh border. I'm a
widow with 2 adult children (who aren't
really into caching) and my geohound,
Reg. I have been caching since July 2009,
and joined the GAGB in November 2009.

Back in September 2011 I was one of the
founding members of the committee
formed to organise the annual UK Mega,
held in the West Midlands Region in
August 2013. I took on the role of
Treasurer for the duration and will be
using the experience gained then, and in
my working life, as Treasurer of the
GAGB.
I helped on the GAGB stand at last year's
North Wales Mega and hope that we can
have stands at more events, as well as
arranging our own roving events. I
believe it is important that we raise our
profile by being seen out and about at
events, and it is also a good opportunity
to raise funds which can be used to
further promote geocaching in Great
Britain.

contacts as well as providing
demonstrations and fun events to teach
everyone about every aspect of
Geocaching.
There are a lot of potential sponsors and
contacts out there so if anyone has any
ideas of who to reach out to or any
existing contacts from sponsors, please
get in touch!
Graham Haddock
(Grahamthegray)
My name is Graham
Haddock, and I’ve been
caching since 2010 as

GrahamTheGray, based in South
Staffordshire, I used to just do the same
few walks weekend after weekend until I
found geocaching and now I go walking
all around Staffordshire and Shropshire
mainly but I have travelled further afield
around the UK.
I used to take a digital camera with me
when walking, though the camera on my
phone is normally device I use to post my
pictures on social media, and
occasionally on my Geocaching blog. I do
enjoy a puzzle cache keeps my brain
active during the winter months when
it’s dark or on those wet days. Other
interests include science fiction and
fantasy books and films, photography
and computers and web design.
With a background in websites my focus

Adam McCreadie (Skippy
and Pingu)
I’ve been caching for 13
years and last year I was
the team leader for the
North Wales UK 2016 Mega sub group
bringing the GPS Maze to the UK for the
first time. Bringing the GPS Maze to the
UK had many challenges, many of which
were raising awareness and developing
relationships with various companies
who acted as sponsors or collaborators.
These are things that I feel that the
GAGB needs to develop in order to be
recognized as the national association
who provide a central repository for
information ranging from land consents
to awareness days to sponsorship
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Meet the 2017 Committee
with GAGB will be assisting with website
and social media and contributing to
other activities we have going on.
Arthur Griffiths (Griff
Grof)
I’m Griff Grof and I’ll be
GAGB webmaster again for
2017! This year Graham and
I hope to revamp the homepage and
continue to tweak and edit the site to
ensure that everything is up to date. I
have already made two new webpages
live since joining the new committee last
month.
I am also looking after all of the GAGB’s
social media channels, leading a subteam responsible for managing them.
We hope to share interesting and useful
content, whilst continuing to use social
media as a key way to engage with our
members. I am also the current leader of
the ‘Engaging our Members’ sub-team –
we’ve got some exciting ideas in the
pipeline, so watch this space!
Outside of the GAGB, I’m an active
member of the CacheWalker group and
one of the admins of #UKCacheHour
(formerly #UKGeocachingHour) on
Twitter. I’m currently studying
Geography, which certainly helps when
it comes to Earthcaches!
Kim Leonard
(Leonards193)
Hi! I'm Kim Leonard of
Leonards193. I live north of

Bristol in South Gloucestershire and
have been caching since 2009.
My role on the GAGB committee is
running the shop - both online and at
events - and keeping on top of orders
making sure they are dispatched
promptly. I have so far really enjoyed this
role and I hope to promote the shop
items at events over the winter, both at a
local level as well as at official GAGB
events (such as the one in Stratford
Upon Avon in February hosted by
UKCachemag).
I am part of the sub-committee finalising
the new GAGB tags, as well as the next
National Park geocoin. Exciting times
ahead! I look forward to meeting some
of you at forthcoming
events.
Ant Reid (Sharant)
In 2017 I am focusing on
GLAD – our Geocaching
Land-owner Agreements
Database. First task is to get new and
updated agreements with the major
public landowners such as County
Councils and park groups – with a lot of
recent changes in who runs what, we
have a good opportunity to get in there
and formalise things. I’ll also continue
Alan’s fine work of 2016 as best I can!
If you have any contacts with your local
public organisation – parks, council,
agency, etc – consider getting in touch
with me at glad@gagb.org,uk so we can

lodge the agreement formally and help
everyone get it right first time in your
area!

running a number of workshops to show
people how they can get the best out of
all that geocaching has to offer.

Beyond GLAD, I’m planning on helping
the two Adams in connecting with large
organisations and get Geocaching more
well known and better-understood. We
have a bunch of ideas, some wild, some
practical, and all interesting – so watch
for activity over the next
few months.

Over the last few years I have to admit I
have not been as focused on this
“mission” as I would like. This year my
plan is to make a difference.

Adam Redshaw
(ukcachemag)
Having served a number of
terms on the GAGB, I have
now worked my way to the position of
“Secretary”.
I think the GAGB provides a lot of
support to the community that often
goes un-noticed and perhaps
undervalued. We not only work with
many landowners and media request to
show that there is a responsible side to
geocaching, but also seek to get
discounts with a number of retailers for
our members, and membership is free.
I would like to see certainly my focus as
raising awareness of what we do and
also geocaching as a whole. There are
many “official” governing bodies for
sports, such as Archery, Orienteering and
climbing, but at the moment not for
geocaching. This year I hope I can the
activity recognized in a similar way.
Perhaps with GAGB becoming a charity,
with a higher profile and making us more
accountable to members, with an AGM /
Conference. I would like to see the GAGB

Abi Hamilton-Thompson
(Abiherts)
I'm Abigail HamiltonThompson, otherwise
known as Abiherts. I live on
the Herts/Essex border and have been
caching since 2008, but have become
more addicted in the past couple of
years. As a volunteer health walk leader I
love seeing the benefits that geocaching
has towards people’s physical and
mental health in terms of extra ‘steps’
and simply just a motivation to move.
My role on the GAGB committee this
year is as editor of the Seeker magazine.
I thus select, edit and chase articles to fit
the chosen topic. The current edition
(that you are reading) is winter themed.
So far I have enjoyed the role and am
keen to assisting the committee further
at upcoming Mega events, such as Kent
and Devon, as well as spreading the
word of the GAGB on social media. I look
forward to meeting fellow cachers out
and about as well as at forthcoming
events. If you have a burning urge to
write anything about geocaching, feel
free to email me at
gagbeditor@gmail.com
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